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INTRODUCTION

'The 1985 educational retorm legislation addressed nearly every aspect of
. schooling and provided a unique opportunity for local school districts 41
the State Board of Education to work cooperatively to improve educatian t
Illinois; One of the most important pieces of the legislation, one which
has long-range implications for learning and teaching in Illinois schools,
provides for the development of learning coals and assessment systems ai

both the state and local levels.

Le islativeRe uirements

Public Act'. 84126, -effective August 1, 1985, amended The School C-d
Illinois to include, for the first time in ,the state's hist3ry, a defini icl

of schooling and a requirement 'that the goals for learning be identified and
assessed. Specifically, the law requires the following:

The State Board of_Education must establish_int11_22rAlitgq_yrithl-2
ElmaryErn212_2f_j_1121Wia. The legislation defines the primat.-1

.purpose of schooling as the transmission of knowledge and culturl
through which children learn in areas necessary to their continuirq
-development: language arts, mathematics,- biological and physical
sciences, soc al sciences, fine arts, and physical development ahd
health.

Local school districts must_ establish student_ljolDiDAL_WEjlyskj_jqj4;11
are consistent wi h the arimar ur ose of schoolin and whith Meet_or
xceed oals established b the S ate Board.

School districts must also establish loca oals
education.

excell

The State Board must WO ish_assessment REgadurtilgral_scIA
districts; This includes the establishment of a common month far
testfng in each school year, the development of state test items tc) be
included along with each of the district assessments, and
development of model assessment procedures which school districts Oky
elect to use.

Schoor districts mus+ Isses_s_ student_ learning=1.i_attesming_lacisivi
to_which. local .oals 4.nd ob'ectives .are bein_ met. This assessment 1-s
required at least at jrades 3, 6, 8 and -10, with the initial_ year fc)r

assessment staggered according to learning area and grade level.

School_ districts must _develo- local -lans for im.rovement 'n thos.E

areas where local goals and otiectiyes are_not_ beirig_met.



..0001 d 1 stlus t d_i s -:..1 he ./.1 goals awd oillectives to the

Inf"...41,--'Mir" :!,:g_ALarge_to_igi licln they .are _bilLig

achieved and If not illitt sat. corrective actions are being

_t_tl_.4_1_112SA11111.

/e L school d I strict objectives,
assessment for imçiement, and public reporting
procedurel.

The intent of t srequirn i to ut into place ESL system which will
assure, to the mdxlmum exteTt poss that elementary iand secondary school
students learn whatthe stPA? and 1-,.a, communities regarad as important.

Fursose of this Ptjilcation

During the next smal years, bAinning in 1987, schoo.1 districts will be

required to submittivir objOptives for student learning to the State Board
of Education. Thm objectives must meet or exceed lithe State Goals for
Learning and ftst 31s0 identify local goals for excellience in education.
-The purpose of t-his publication is to provide assistarnce to local school

districts in fulfilihig these requirements.

This document- is VO of a series of px publications, cL-3ne for each of,the
primary learning ems stated in the- law. It identifii- es State Goals for
Learning .in a spec learning area* and a sample sett' of district-level
1 earling objectives which are in our view consistent with those Goals.
School -districts -hn the o tion to adopt or .ada_t tl-7sese ob'ectives for

cal use or to denlo a com.letel different set_whict7k.is consiStent wi
view of local needs and conditions.e Goals

e Goals

bud on

oing vs. District-Level Learning Objec=tives

The legislation adopted in the summer of 1965 required the State Board of
E:ducation to adoptState Goals for Learning in each of th 4? six primary areas
dentified in lav language arts, mathematics, biolcngical and physical

sciences, social solonces, fine arts, and physical deve -lopment and health.
With the assistam of a committee chaired by Dr. John Corbally and

T-epresentatives of'ducation, business and the general public, the State

E3oard completed thistask in October 1985.

The State Goals for Learning are broadly stated, r;--elatively timeless
expressions of whatlhe State of Illinois wants and expe cts its students to
know and be able todo as a consequence of their eleme-ntary and secondary
schooling. They al terminal goals--that -is, they idermitify what students
are expected to Ichadv the time they complete their eleme?ntary and secondary

S a e Goals for Urning ivall six learning areas are r=ound in Appendix A.

i it



education. TheState's '71 nterest is focused less on when.or how the desired
knowledge and Ols ar acquired than on the ultimate results of local
effortt. Therefore, eaclin local school district will be given the maximum
flexibility 41100 by latvi for deciding when and how they wish to approach
the teaching Ofvelous sAcills and understandings.

The- State -- Goal, for L./earning should not be confused with graduation
requirements; thlare st.gltements of the expectations which are held for all
Illinois studen, Some students will . far exteed them. Others may not
-.achieve :them initially, tnrilut that reality should not lessen the expectations
or the .OffOrts Opended c=x1 improving their performance. Local schools will
be.expected- to adjust prc:grams and allocate resources in a manner which is

consistent with achievememrlt of the desired level of student learning.

'Local school dith1Cts &-Ve required to develop, and submit -for approval by
the State Board of Educaton, .local learning objectives which meet or exceed
the State Goalslor Learmoing. These dittrict-level 'objectives will-identify
the learning Oubxnes exipected for students in their schools and are, in
effect, the district goalr, for learning.

-Like-the .State lals for Learning, district-level objectives are intended to
represent 'termindgoals- fir-or elementary and secondary schooling. This means
that the processof deve- loping district-level objectives should begin with
the identificath of odekjectives which define the learnings expected of
students by the time it:hey complete schooling. These then become the
-framework withiowhich at school district identifies the progression of
learning for itsitudents

It should be emphcisized frinat because the State Goals for Learning represent
en&point expectations, i t will be necessary for elementary and secondary
schools to be h closeat communication during the development of local
district objectives.

SamPle Learninallectivesz.

The sample set 0 distr- ict-level learning objectives presented in this
publlcation was developed as a means of providing assistance to districts in
the development dtheir amown objectives.

The State Goals for Lear--ning were deliberately stated in broad, general
terms so that dithicts wenuld have a large degree of latitude in developing
instructional strategies and having their objectives reflect such local
considerations. !hese saurinple district-level objectives provide one of the
many possible setscf objgectives which are consistent with the State Goals
for Learning. Districts could choose to adopt these sample objectives as
their own, although we iminpuld assume that none would do so without due
consideration of local co-nditions and needs and an appropriate process of
thoughtful review, Distrl cts could also adapt these sample objectives to
correspond to their own views. The approach we suggest is for school
districts to use this samp -le set of learning objectives as a guide to assist
them in their efforts to dwevelop local district learning objectives.



This sample set of district-level learning obje!ctives was Ova eloped with the
assistance of-an expanded version of the committee which hel; ped to develop
.the -State GoaltJor Learning and a techniced writing commit7t-tee. A draft
4oCumentwas'prOvided'to.school districts in the spring of 14 986, and after
an intensive Period of_revieW and analysiS, revisions were mad.le. This final
version "-represents 'the perceptions and =lents of many thousands of
Illinois citizent.and educators.

The sample -learning objectives for grades 3, 6, 8, 10 anord 12 describe
learnings which are In our view consistent with the Sta_ate Goals for
Learning. Although these sample objectives identify specific : expectations,
district objectives for grades 3, 6, .8, ed 10 do not neces-sarily have to
correspond.- State Board approval of local objectives will be based on

compatibility with the State Goals for Learning, not these saniPcole objectives.

Some additional comments about what these sample district level learning
objec Ives are, and are not, intended to do,

1. They are not intended tO specify instructional del? ivery systems.
Although the objectives are lisW in fundamental learning areas
closelyrelated to traditional course offerings or 7 specific areas
of -the curriculum, it should be emphasized that the - learnings can
appropriately occur in a number of places in the cuizrriculum. The
focus is on . student learning, not.coose offerings. Naturally, a
student must have opportunities to learn the knowledge:e indicated or
the skill specified in the objectives, but such activities do not
of necessity have to occur.within.the learning area t in which it is
listed.

The number of sample: learning objectives shown forlr a particular
learning area is not intended to suggest the relat =ive amount of
instructional time which- should be given to thatht area. Time

. allocations will vary fur a vaA ',ety of reasons total- ly unconnected
to the length of a list of objecttm.

The sample learning objectives lentify behavior orlr knowledge in

more general terms than those expecteKI to be used in loW district
instructional objectives. The establishment of defintlitions at that
more specific level is left to local discretion.

4 The sample objectives are intendd to reflect a pcprogression of
learning which is consistent with learning theo-ory and human
deyelopment. Wherever possible, -the sample objecti* ves present a

range of cognitive levels within agrade level. Lear --ning sequences
generally emphasize higher cognitive levels as grade levels
increase from grade 3 to grade 12. However, some learning
objectives remain the same from grade to grade--that is, objectives
do not . present a cognitive sequene that increases. in difficulty
across grade levels. Rather, these ob*tives imply san increase in
the complexity and sophistication of learning materlilials and other
stimuli appropriate to the devetopmmtal stage of the student.



-The samplet: presented _in thiS document -do not cover all possible
cognitive levels and learning sequences necessary for effective
teaching and instruction. However, the- samples are intended to
present a broad picture of the knowledge and skills.which meet the
State Goals- for Learning, :without specifying the instructional
ActiVities necessary to achieve these learnings.

.6. The Sample learning objectiVes are not intended to reflect .measures
of :student achievement or to prescribe' instructional methods.

_ Local . curricular and instructional designS, course offerings,
textbooks and materials, and other adjuncts to teaching and
learning are determined idcally.- This Learning Outcome/Assessment
program will not change that. practice.

7. Although the State Goals for Learning and the saMple learning
objectives are,identified within a specific area- of learning, it is
hoped that'as local school districts develop their own objectives,.
they will consider the need to 'assure that students integrate
knowledge and understand the interrelationships of the learning
areas.

8. Although each distritt's objectives will serve 4s the basis for itt
estrictlevel assessment program, these sample learning objectives
are .not- the framewOrk or basis for state assessment items. State
assessment will be based on the more general areas defined in the
State Goals for Learning.

Publication Format

in this . publication, all of the State Lea ning Goals for this fundamental
area of learning are listed in Section II. A Section III, the State Goals
are lis- ed with the- general knowledge and skills which are related to each
goal.

Section IV contains the sample learning objectives related to each Goal 4nd
_keyed to the .general knowledge and skills areas. The capital letter before
each objective refers to the general knowledge- and skills area. -The

objectives are numbered consecutively by each area. For example, sample
learning objective D2 relates to the general knowledge and skills statement
D and ts the second sample objective listed for this grade level in this
.area. In this way, districts can reconstruct the progression used in

developing the sample learning objectives. -Each .grade designation of sample
learning objectives begins on_ a_separate page so that all of the sample
learningobjectives for a particular level can be aggregrated.

Included in the Appendix are the State Goals for Learning for all of the six
fundamental 'areas of 'learning and answers to some of the most frequently
asked questions about this program.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES

People, both collectively and individually, are the focus of the sod al
sciences. The dimensions of this focus are historical, politicaLl,
geographic, economic, sociological, and psychological. The social scienc=es
may include the study of historical events, government functions, natur-al
resources, business cycles, group behavior and individual persogHty to
understand better the past, the present, and the possible futureof human
society.

The study of.the social sciences in the schools has this same goal 0 be
understanding human society, with an additional goal of educgio fcr
_citizenship. While citizenship education is a goal of the enti re
educational community, social sciences have a, special role. A demomicy
demands citizens who are knowledgeable concerning human affairs and who c4an
apply this knowledge effectively- in the critical task of self-govermt.

In developing the sample learning objectives, committees reviewed Orr1C01 LEM
guidelines from the Joint Council on Economic Education, the .4tion4a1
_Council for Social Studies,- and National Council for Geographic Educatiomi.
They also reviewed objectives and goals from a number of other states airld
-pertinent Illinois Social Science curriculum materials.

The sample learning objectives provide a wide range of objectias. Tale
social sciences include facts and concepts. These facts and concepts aive
not ends in themselves, but should be used by students in learning about trie
world. This includes using facts and concepts in critical thinking und
decision making. The key to objective development in social scienos is --to
remember that facts and concepts are to be used, not learned in isolation.



SOCIAL SCIENCES

Social sciences provtde students -with an understanding of themseives and of
society, prepate them for- citizenship in a democracy, and give'them'the
-basics for understanding the complexities of the world community. Study, of
the humanities, of which social sciences are a part, is necessary in order
to preserve the values of human dignity, justice and representative
processes. _Social sciences include anthropology, economics,- geography,
government, history, philosophy, political science, psychology and sociology.

State Goals for Learning

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to:

understand and analyze comparative political and economic systems,
with an tmphasis on the political and economic systems of the
United States;

understand and analyze events, trends, personalities, and movements
shaping the history of the world, the United States and Illinois;

demonstrate a knowledge of the basic concepts of the social
sciences and how these help to interpret human behavior;

dcmonstrate a knowledge of world geography with emphasis on that of
the United States;

apply the skills and knowledge gained
decision making in life situations .

the social sciences to



SOCIAL SCIENCES

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 1

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze compalltive political and economic systems, with an emphasis on the

political and economic systems of the United States.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS RELATED_TO_GOALJ

The following knowledge and skills are related to this State Goal for
Learning:

A Basic principles of American government as expressed or implied in
the Declaration of independence, the federal and state
constitutions, other major historical documents, and significant
court decisions.

Rights and responsibilities of citizenship under the United States
Constitution.

Election processes at all levels of government, including the

impact of communication systems.

D Structures and functions of the pol t cal systems in the United
States and Illinois.

E Influences of political action by individuals and interest groups
on the development of the American political system.

F Factors that have contributed to the economic development of the
United States.

G Economic interdependence among the Illinois, United Sta es, and
world communities.

H Economic impacts of political decisions made by federal, s a e, and
local governments.

I Structures and functions of major political systems in the world.

Major political events in the contemporary world and their impact
on the changing structures and functions of governments.

K International organizations like the United Nations and their roles
and functions in the modern world.

L Evolution and nature of rules and laws that govern human
interactions.



M Basic economic concepts that have traditionally shaped econom c
systems.

N Traditional, market, and command economic systems.

0 Effects of basic economic principtes on producers and consumers in

the public and private sectors.



SOCIAL SCIENCES

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze events, treads, personalities and movements shaping the history of

the world the United States and Illinois.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS RELATED TO GOAL 2

The following knowledge and skills are related to this State Goal for
Learning:

A Chronology and significance of the major events in world history.

B Historical developments leading to the present similarities and
differences among the world's people.

r
Contributions of significant men and women in world history.

D Chronology and sign,iicance of the major social, economic and
political events shaping the American experience.

E Historical relationships between the United States and the other
nations of the world.

F Impacts of urbanization, industrialization and emerging technology
on the nation's environment, as well as on its social, political
and economic institutions.

G Roles played by racial and ethnic groups in developing the nation's
pluralistic society.

Historical and contemporary relationships of Illinois to the United
States and the rest of the world.

15



SOCIAL SCIENCES

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 3

As a ri dt of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences and how these help to

interpret human behavior.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS RELATED TO GOAL 3

The following knowledge and skills are related to this State Goal for

Learning:

A Selected theories of human physical development.

B Selected principles of learning and motivation.

C Selected relationships between personality and development.

0 Development and functions of the institution of the family.

E Common support networks in contemporary society.

F Development of oral and written communication.

G Selected types of antisocial behavior and various methods of

intervention.

H Influences of customs, traditions, and folkways in shaping human

behavior.

I Effects of mass communication on human behavior.

1 6



SOCIAL SCIENCES

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 4

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of world geography with emphasis on the United States.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS RELATED_TO GOAL 4

The following knowledge and skills are related to this State Goal for
Lea-ning:

Location: Position on the Earth's Surface

A Location of physical and cultural features of the local community,
the state, the nation and the world.

B Use of maps and models as primary geographic tools.

C influences of physical and cultural features on the locations of
objects and places.

P1_4c_e.: Physical and Human Characteristics

D Ways in which people define, name and alter places.

E Different ways in which various groups within society may view
places.

F Positive and negative effec s of human actions or natural processes
on places.

Relattonships withlun_Places.:_ Humans and Environmen

G Ways people inhabit, modify and adapt cul urally to different
physical environments.

H Habitats as complex ecosystems which may have been modified by
human action.

Ways people depend on, evaluate, and use natural environments to
extract needed resources, grow crops and develop settlements.

Movement Humans_Interacting_pn the_Earth_

Ways people depend on products, informa ion, and ideas that cnme
from beyond their immediate environment.

Ways people move themselves, their products, and their ideas across
the earth's surface.



Reg ons: Formation and_chang

L Concept of region in physical and cultural terms.

M Cultural and physical geography of each of the world's regions.

N Bas c physical and cultural geography of the United States.



SOCIAL SCIENCES

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 5

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to apply the skills

and knowledge gained in the social sciences to decision making in life

situations.

GENERAL_KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS RELATED TO GOAL 5

The following knowledge and skills are related to this State Goal for
Learning:

A Rational .decisionmaking processes based on goals, values, and

needs applied to selected consumer and social problems.

Sources of information evaluated In terms of selective criteria.

C Costs and benefits of a particular course of action.

D Interdependent roles of an individual as a consumer, a producer,
and a citizen in the United States economic/political/social system.

E Various relationships between the individual and others in the

local community, state, nation and world.

F Citizen's role in the election process at the local, state, and
national levels.

G Ways to utilize the various levels of government.

H Roles of individuals and/or groups in effecting change.

I Roles of the individual in the world of work.

J Relationships between competence and potential.

K Relationships between individual and societal value systems.

L Strategies for conflict resolution evaluated in terms of selected
criteria.

Management of human and material resou-ces.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 3

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 1

As a 'result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze comparative political and economic systems, with an emphasis OP the

political and ecOPOMic systems of the United States.

SAMPLE LEARNING_OBJECTIVE$ FOR GOAL _1

By the end of GRADE 3, students should be able to:

Bl. Identify the responsibilities people have to their families,

communities and country.

62. Demonstrate the proper way to -isplay the United States flag.

Cl. Know how to vote.

El. Understand why working together may make a task easier than trying
to do it alone.

E2 Understand why trying to solve a problem is better than doing

nothing.

Gl. Know the products of the local area that are sent to other parts o
Illinois, the United States, and/or the world.

Li. Know the purpose of rules.

L2. Know why people need government.

Mi. Understand the concept of scarcity.

01. Identify the factors a person might consider before making
purchase.

02. Know the ways that savings can benefit an individual.

03. Identify specific jobs that people perform to earn money.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 6

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 1

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze comparative political and economic systems, with an emphasis on the

political and economic systems of the United States.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES _FOR GOAL 1

By the end of GRADE a, students should be able to:

Al. Summarize the reasons the American colonies declared their

independence from England.

A2 Understand the following phrases from Lincoln's Gettysburg Address:
(1) ". . . all men are created equal . . ." and (2)

. government of the people, by the peopl- and for the

people . .

B . Understand the meaning of the pledge of allegiance to the flag of
the United States.

B2. Distinguish between rights and responsibilities.

B3. Know what patriotism is and why it is important to a nation.

Cl. Understand what an election is.

Dl. Know the functions of the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches of government.

El. Identify sources of information available to citizens that help

them keep informed on political issues.

Fl. Identify the factors that helped and hindered economic growth in

the American colonies.

Gl. Know the problems that trading directly with the person who
produces goods or services would cause.

G2. Identify the diverse resources needed to produce a common Item such
as a chocolate bar or an automobile.

Hl. Recognize the economic impact of transportation on an economy.

Ll. Distinguish the difference between rules and laws.

L2. Know examples of law at work in daily life.

21
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MI. Distinguish the difference between goods and services.

M2. Identify services provided by the government to the local community.

M3. Know how specialization increases and/or improves output.

01. Analyze the possible reasons for a rise or fall in prices.

02. Know what money is and how it helps in the buying and selling of
goods and services.

03. Recognize why occupations change over time.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 8

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 1

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze comparative political and economic systems, with an emphasis On the

political and economic systems of the United States.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 1

By the end of GRADE_8, students should be able to:

Al. Assess the benefits of a written constitut on.

A2. Understand the meaning of "majority rule."

A3. Compare the form of government provided by the Articles of
Confederation with that established by the United States
Constitution.

A4. Know the main ideas of the Declaration of Independence and the

Preamble to the Constitution of the United States.

Bl. Know the principle of separation of powers as contained in the
United States Constitution.

82. Know the rights guaranteed by the fIrst ten amendments to the
United States Constitution.

Cl. Analyze the role of political part es in the election process.

C2. Identify what citizens must do to register and vote.

C3. Distinguish the differences between primary and general elections.

C4. Evaluate the importance of the secret ballot in a democratic
election.

Dl. Know the role of political parties and elections in the functioning
of governments.

D2. Identify several types of courts and distinguish among the kinds of
cases each type handles.

D3. Understand the roles of the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches of government in the checks and balances of power,

El. Recognize common propaganda techniques.



E2 Demonstrate the ability to use parliamentary procedure.

E3 Know how citizens can participate in interest groups.

E4. Discriminate between the dos and don'ts in writing an effective
letter to a legislator or other government official.

E5. Know the ways a citizen may assist in a political campaign.

Fl. Analyze the factors involved in the change from an agriculturally
based to an industrially based economy in the United States.

F2. Know the contributions each of the following has made to economic
development in the United States: entrepreneurs, organized labor,
transportation, immigration and technology.

Gl. Compare and contrast arguments for and against a tariff.

G2. Understand how production decisions in our country are affected by
conditions in other countries.

HI. Analyze the different reactions to government regulations
various groups and individuals.

H2. Know ways government attempts to stimulate the economy.

II. Compare presidential and parliamentary systems of government.

12. Analyze the relationships between totalitarianism and individual
freedom.

13. Understand the relationships between political and economic systems.

Ki. Identify the general purposes of the United Nations.

K2. Know why the United States is more likely to be a member of an
international organization today than at the turn-of-the-century.

Ll. Distinguish between criminal and civil law.

L2. Know the participants and procedures in a typical criminal trial.

L3. Summarize the steps between the discovery of the crime and
sentencing in a typical criminal case.

Ml. Understand the meaning and importance of profit in business.

M2. Identify the factors which affect supply and demand.

M3. Understand the effects of competition on the producer and the
consumer.



M4. Understand how the factors of production (natural resources, labor,
capital, management) affect production.

Nl. Understand the significance of the three quest ons faced by all

societies: What to produce? How to produce it? For whom to
produce?

N2. Distinguish between private ownership and collec ive ownership.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 10

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 1

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze comparative political and economic systems, with an lphasis on the

political and economic systems of the United States.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 1

By the end of GRADE 10, students should be able to:

Al. Contrast a federal system with a national system of government.

Bl. Understand how an individual's rights may conflict with those of
another individual or group or with the general welfare.

B2. Understand the relationship between being wellinformed and
responsible citizenship.

Cl. Identify the things a citizen should consider in deciding whether
to vote for a candidate.

Dl. Compare how a bill becomts a law in the illino s General Assembly
and the United States Congress.

Fl. Identify the methods used to finance a business including bank
loans, savings, stocks, and bonds.

F2. Explain how rising productivity contributes to economic development
in the United States.

Gl. Describe the purposes and results of trade res_ ictions and trade
promotions.

G2. Explain the concept of comparative advantage.

G3. Understand the contribution of transportation and communication to
economic interdependence.

Hl. ,Analyze the economic impact on a community that seeks to limit
change and/or growth.

Il. Compare and contrast how each economic system (communism, fascism,
socialism, and .capitalism) answers the following questions: Who
controls the land? Who controls the means of production? Who
holds the ultimate economic power?
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12. Know the following about selected contemporary governments: How is
the head of the government selected? How is the power
distributed? Who has the ultimate power? What is the relationship
between the legislative and the executive functions?

31. Know how the rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union
affects the governments of other nations.

J2. Identify the impact of Middle East tensions on the structures and
functions of the governments involved.

J3 Trace the effects of nationalism in Asia and Afr ca since World War

34. Analyze the effects of world petroleum sho tage and surplus.

Kl. Analyze the concept of collective security.

K2. Compare the United Nations, the Organization of American Sta es,
and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization by organization and

purpose.

Li. Trace the evolution of the means to solve grievances, such

combat, consultation with an oracle, royal authori

circuit-riding judges, court system.

as

)1,

Ml. Assess how the division of labor helps to make people more
interdependent.

M2. Compare the relationships between increasing productivity and
economic growth.

M3. Analyze the relationships between savings, business investment, and
employment.

M4. Understand the concepts of inflation, deflation, and economic
cycles.

Nl. Compare how tilt, "what," "how," and "for whom" decisions are made in
a market economy and a command economy.

N2. Understand why a market economy is likely to offer a greater
variety of goods and services than a command economy.

01. Analyze how changes in each of the following would likely influence
economic behavior: profits, wages, and interest rates.

02. Understand how the introduction of new technology can affect
producers and consumers.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 12

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 1

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understml and

analyze comparative political and economic systems, with an emphasis on the

political and economic systems of the United States,

SA_PLE_LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 1

By the end of GRADE 12, students should be able to:

Al. Analyze the basic principles of American government as expressed or
implied in the Declaration of Independence and the federal and

state constitutions.

Bl. Understand the rights of the accused in the judicial system of the
United States.

82. Know the individual rights guaranteed by each of the following
amendments -to the United States Constitution: 13th, 14th, 15th,

19th, 24th, and 26th.

83. Discriminate among initiative, referendum, and recall.

B4. Analyze the rights and responsibilities of citizenship under the
United States Constitution.

Cl. Analyze the role of the media in de _ermining public opinion.

C2. Analyze election processes at all levels of government, including

the impact of communication systems.

Dl. Contrast the formal steps in how a law is passed by Congress with
the actual working of the legislative process.

D2. Analyze the structures and functions of the political systems in

the United States and Illinois.

El. Analyze the influence of political action by individuals and

interest groups on the development of the American political system.

Fl. Understand the positions of Hamilton and Jefferson .regarding the

future of the United States economy.

F2. Identify the economic incentives for the westward migration during
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and the

government policies that made those incentives effective.
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F3. Analyze the factors that have contr buted to the economic
development of the United States.

Gl. Identify the types of regional specialization and the patterns of
trade within and among the regions of the United States during
selected periods in our history.

G2. Compare the effects of a trade surplus, a trade deficit, a tariff,
and an embargo on the economy of the United States.

G3. Analyze the economic interdependence among the Illinois, United
States, and world communities.

Hl. Analyze the costs_ and benefits associated with the provision of
certain goods and services such as education, health care and

national defense by either the government or the private sector.

H2. Evaluate the economic impact of political decisions made by

federal, state, and local governments.

Il. Analyze the structure and functions of major political systems in

the world.

Analyze the major political events in the contemporary world and
their impacts on the changing structures an-d functions of
governments.

Undestand international organizations like the United Nations and
their roles and functions in the modern world.

Ll. Identify the means of orderly change in the government of the
United State!,

L2. Evaluate the evolution and nature of rules and laws that govern
human interactions.

Ml. Analyze the principal elements in the concept of sarcity including
unlimited wants, limited resources, and opportunity cost.

M2. Analyze the basic economic concepts that have traditionally shaped
economic systems.

Ni. Analyze traditional, market, and command economic systems.

01. Identify the potential conflicts in basic economic goals such as
between economic efficiency and full employment.

02. Know the meaning of such economic indicators as the Consumer Price
Index, the Index of Leading Economic Indicators, and the Prime
interest Rate.

03 Demonstrate how the basic principles of economics affect producers
and consumers in the public and private sectors.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 3

STATE GOAL fOR LEARNING 2

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze events, trends, personalities and movements shaping the history of

the world, the United States and Illinois

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 2

By the end of GRADE 3, students should be able to:

Al. Understand chronological order.

Bl. Recognize the dignity and worth of others including those who
helong to a different cultural, racial, or ethnic group than their
own.

62. Recognize that people everywhere have the same basic needs,
motivations and desires, but the ways they accomplish them differ
according to their culture.

Cl. Identify the contributions of significant American leaders.

Dl. Un.derstand the idea of cause and effect.

Fl. Understand the idea of change.

F2. Become familiar with terms such as town, cIty, rura. and urban.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 6

STATE_ GOAL FOR_ LEARNING _2

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze events, trends, personalities and movements shaping the history of

the world, the United States and Illinois.

By

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 2

the end of GRADE 6, sta,ents should be able to:

Al. Identify the achievements of early people leading to the

establishment of early civilizations in Africa, Asia, Europe and

Latin America.

Bl. Realize that the satisfaction of human needs depends directly or
indirectly on the earth's natural resources.

B2. Know that there are regional differences throughout the wor d
customs, language, food, housing, and other aspects of cul ure.

Cl. Identify Illinois citizens who contributed to the h4-'':7-! of the

state and the nation.

Dl. Identify significant local, state and national historical sites or
landmarks.

02. Know major his orical events in the development of the United
States.

Fl. Contrast the ways that rural and urban communities provide for

basic needs.

F2. Identify the causes of urban growth in the United States.

Hl. Identify significant events in United States history that occurred
in Illinois.

H2. Realize the lasting influence of early Native Americans on the

history of Illinois.

H3. Identify the natural resources of the state that meet needs of the
nation and the world.

H4. Recognize the dependence of Illinois on the goods and se-vices

being produced outside the state.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 8

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 2

As a result of their schooling, students will lie able to understand and

analyze events, trends, personalities Rod movements shaping the history of

the world, the United States and Illinois.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 2

By the end of GRADE 8 students should be able to:

Bl. Descibe how local, state, and national problems are interrelated
with world problems.

62. Summarize methods people can use to conserve resources for future
generations.

Dl. Relate the events that led to the birth of a new nation under the
Constitution of the United States.

02. Evaluate the significance of the Civil War to the history of the
United States.

03. Identify the major events in the American westward movement.

04. Identify the significant events of the industrial revolution and
the period of Manifest Destiny which brought the United States into
the twentieth century.

Fl. Contrast rural and urban life in Uni _ed Sta es communities with
communities in other countries.

F2. Assess the impact of industrial growth on Amrican society.

F3. Describe the impact of scientific and technological achievements on
the development of the United States.

Gl. Identify the contributions of women and minorities to American life.

G2. Identify the contributions of immigrants to American life.

G3. Identify the contributions of Black and Hispanic Americans to
American life.

Hl. Identify important events in United Sra es history which occurred
in Illinois.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 10

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 2

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze events, trends, personalities ahd movements shaping the history of

the world, the United States and Illinois.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 2

By the end of GRADE 10, students should be able to:

Al. Identify the major early civilizations and their contributions to
the modern world.

A2. Know the characteristics of transition periods such as the Middle
Ages which bridged early civilizations with the modern world.

A3. Identify the scientific achievements and technological developments
which spurred the industrial revolution and the birth of modern
nation-states.

Bl. Contrast the European colonization patterns of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America.

82. Analyze the cultural impacts of European colonization on the
African, Asian, and Latin American continents

83. Know the contributions of cultures in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America on other nations of the world.

Cl. Compare the major leaders of early civ lizations.

C2. Identify individual political leaders, philosophers, and inventors
who contributed to the development of modern nation-states.

Dl. Identify the historical events which have rade the United S a_es a
world power.

El. Analyze the effects of nationalism in the United States on the
social, political, economic and cultural institutions in other
nations of the world.

Fl. Analyze the effects of the United States labor movement on the

social, political and economic developments of other nations of the
world.



Gl. Identify specific contr butions made by racial and ethnic groups to
American society.

HI. Relate specific examples of the interdependence of the people of
Illinois with peoples of the world.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 12

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 2

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to understand and

analyze events, trends, personalities and movements shaping the history of

the world, the United States and Illinois.

SAMPLE LEARNING_OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 2

By the end of GRADE 12, students,should be able to:

Al. Know the major causes, events and results associated with World
War I and World War II.

A2. Know the chronology and s;gnificance of the major events in world
history.

Bl. Understand the historical developments leading to the present
similarities and differences among -"e world's people.

Cl. Assess the roles of prominent world leaders of the twentieth
century in preserving or disrupting world peace.

C2. Evaluate the contributions of significant men and women in world
history.

Dl. Distinguish between the methods used by dif e ent European nations
in colonizing the Americas.

D2. Know significant aspects of life in colonial America.

D3. Evaluate the significance of the Revolutionary War in United States
history.

D4. Understand the major actions taken by the newly formed United
States government to establish democracy and protect the new nation
from intervention by foreign powers.

DS. Assess the political, social and economic effects of nationalism
and sectionalism in the United States in the first half of 19th

century,

06. Evaluate the significance of -he Civil War in United States history.

07. Know the causes and events in the settlement of the West.
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D8. Assess the social, political, and economic changes occurring in the
United States during (a) the second half of 19th century, (b) from
1920 to 1940, and (c) from 1945 to the present.

09, Analyze the major changes in United States.foreign policy between
1865 and the present.

El Decide why United States institutions are worth preserving.

E2. Analyze the historical relationships between the United States and
the other nations of the world.

Fl. Assess the effects of changing from a cottage industry to an

international economic power on the social, political, and economic
institutions of the United States.

F2. Understand the impacts of urbanization, industrialization and

emerging technology on the nation's environment, as well as on its
social, political and economic institutions.

Gl. Recognize that the cultural heritage of the United States is the

product of other cultures, modified to meet the needs of the

American people.

G2. Understand the roles played by racial and ethnic groups in

developing the nation's pluralistic society.

Hl. Relate specific examples of contributions of Illinois to the

development of social, pol tical, and econom c institutions of the
United States.

H2. Understand the historical and contemporary relationships
Illinois to the United States and the rest of the world.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 3

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 3

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of the basic concepts of thE social sciences and how these help to

interpret human behavior.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 3

By the end of GRADE 3, students should be able to:

Cl. Demonstrate positive self-images through appropriate behavior in a

variety of situations.

C2. Know how to cooperate with others to achieve a goal.

Dl. Understand that each family is unique.

D2. Recognize the family as a social structure.

D3. Distinguish between the rural and the urban families

El. Know the benefits received from police officers, firefighters,
health professionals and other members of the hinan services
profession in your community.

Hl. Identify folklore from diverse cultures.

H2. Recognize customs, holidays and traditiOnS which represent the
American heritage.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 6

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 3

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences and how these help to

interpret human behavior.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL

By the end of GRADE 6, students should be able to:

Bl. Understand that learning is a lifelong process.

Dl. Compare the family groups of other cultures.

Fl. Understand the necessity of communication in society.

F2. Recognize the importance of nonverbal communication.

F3. Understand the purposes of oral and written communication.

Hl. Relate customs and traditions in a variety of cultures.

II. Know that mass communication increases awareness and knowledge.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 8

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 3

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences ind how these help to

interpret human behavior,

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES. FOR GOAL 3

By the end of GRADE_8_ students should be able to:

Al. Know criteria social scientists use to evaluate theor es.

A2 Know selected theories of natural selection and the origin of
species.

Bl. Understand the nature and functions of memory.

Dl. Know the relationship between a person's behavior and group
influence.

El. Know that support groups exIst in societies to provide for the
needs of humans.

E2. Compare personal and group needs in contemporary society.

FL Analyze the effects of censorship on various forms of communication.

Hl. Understand the importance of diverse customs and traditions in

shaping American history.

Il Analyze the role of mass communication in personal decision making.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 10

STATE po4 FOR LEARNING

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences and how these help to

interpret human behavior

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 3

By the end of GRADE 10, students should be able to:

El. Know that societies are tomplex systems made up of smaller groups.

E2. Analyze the role of support groups in societies.

H1 Understand the influences of customs and traditions in developing
pluralistic societies.

Il. Analyze the influences of mass communication on a person's

perception of the world.

12. Evaluate the effects of mass communication on the global community.

13. Know how mass communication promotes changes in attitudes in a

society.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 12

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 3

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences and how these help to

interpret human behavior.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 3

By the end of GRADE 12, students should be able to:

Al. Understand how the social and physical sciences are complementary
in describing the origin of the human species.

Bl. Apply the methods of inquiry used in social sciences.

82. Understand significant theories which explain how people lea n.

83. Know the major theories of motivation.

84. Know the various definitions of the term "intelligence."

Cl. Know the relationship between childhood experiences and adult
personality.

C2. Understand the importance of one's own values In developing a

healthy, mature and realistic concept of self.

C3. Know selected relationships between personality and development.

Dl. Know how the family influences the development of personality.

02. Understand the development and functions of the institution of the
family.

El. Know the common support networks in contemporary society.

Fl. Understand the development of oral and written communicat on.

Gl. Analyze the causes of antisocial behavior.

G2. Know how to find help in a variety of crisis situations.

111. Understand how customs, traditions, and folkways shape human
behavior.

Il. Understand the effects of mass communication on human behavior.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 3

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 4

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of worIcl geography with emphasis on the United States.

SAMPLE. LEARNI:NG OBJ.ECTIVES FOR GOAL 4

By the end of GRADE 3, students should be able to:

Location: Position on the Earth's_Surface

Al. Know the major geographical features of the earth's surface using a
map or globe.

A2. Identify on a map or globe the location of Illinois, the United
States, North America and a country on another continent.

A3. Know the difference between physical and cultural features on the
earth's surface.

81. Understand the difference between a map and a globe.

Cl. Understand the effects of seasonal changes on the local

environment.

C2. Know some of the recent changes in the local community.

C3. Identify the characteristics of a community in another country in
terms of seasonal changes.

Place:PhWcal_and_Human Characteristics

Dl. Know the major physical features of the local community.

02. Know some of the ways the local community has changed since the
time of the first settlers.

03. Understand the reasons featu es in the local community have been so
named.

Fl. Identify how people have changed the physical featu es of the

neighborhood.

F2. Identify how weather can help/harm a community.



Relationships within Places:Humans and Environments

Identify the common needs of people.

G2. Compare ways people use their environments to meet their needs in

their home community with those used by the inhabitants in a

community in another country.

G3. Know how different groups of people respond to the environment to
meet their needs.

Movement: Humans Interacting on the Earth

31. Understand ways in which individuals depend upon other people both
within and outside the community.

32. Understand how modes of communication and transporta ion permit
interaction within the community and between communities.

Kl. Know the principal modes of transportation in the modern world.

K2. Identify the transportation links between the local community and
neighbor ng communities.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 6

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 4

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to deostrate a

knowldge of world geography with emphasis on the United States.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVE FOR GOAL 4

By the end of GRADE 6, students should be able to:

Location.: Position on the EartWs Surface

Al. Identify such physical features as mountains, plains, plateaLs,
peninsulas, islands, bays, gulfs, seas.

A2. Identify such basic cultural features' on the earth's surface as
cities, roadways and farming areas.

Bl. Use scale, symbols and legends shown on maps.

B2. Know how to locate places on a map or globe using la itude and
longitude.

63. Identify how maps are useful in illustrating a wide va iety of
information.

Cl. Understand why certain human activities are carried on in specific
locations.

C2. Know several of the significant cul u-al and physical featu es of
the local community.

C3. Identify the relationships between one feature of the cultu al
environment and its physical location in the local community.

C4. Compare two places on the earth's surface which have the same
general latitudinal location but are in different cultural realms.

C5. Assess how climate helps to influence place location.

Pl_ace: Ph sical and Human Characteristics

Dl. Know the major physical features of Illinois.

02. Understand the influences of Native Americans and other cultures on
place names locally, in the state and in the nation.



D3. Know some of the important landuse and environmental problems

presently facing Illinois.

El. Identify some of the ways the natural environment can influence

people's lives.

E2. Understand how changes people make in the natural environment can
become a source of conflict among some groups within a society.

E3. Identify some of the ways conflicts over the use of the natu al
environment can be resolved.

Fl. identify some positive and negative changes in the natu al

environment that have resulted from human decision making.

F2. Understand the difference between a natural event and a na u al

hazard.

F3. Understand how measures taken for protection against natural

hazards can change the physical environment.

F4. Know the world's basic climate types.

F5. Understand how weather and climate can positively and negatively
modify places.

Relationshi s within Places: Humans and Environments

G1.- Identify some of the natural forces at work which alter.the major
topographical shapes on the earth's surface.

G2. Identify some cultural traits in other parts of the world that are
different from those found in the United States.

G3. Understand how cultural traits re lect the physical envi onment.

Hl. Distinguish between renewable and nonrenewable resources.

H2. Compare some of the physical and cultural areas within the United

States.

H3. Understand how personal choices and public -decisions influence

environmental quality.

H4. Identify ways by which the environment may be improved.

il. Understand inferences about the resource base of selected na_ural
environmen s through the use of maps, charts, graphs and

photograph 1 cs.



Movemen Humans Interactin. on the Earth

Jl. Know why interactions occur between plances.

32. Understand the need for interaction In a complex world.

Kl. Know the relationships between the emrth's physical features and
the quality of transportation/communIcaration networks.

K2. Identify the problems faced by develop=ing nations in designing and
maintaining efficient transportationkoommunication networks.

K3. Know the major revons people migrate,

K4. Identify some of the cultural problomns people con= ont when they
migrate.

tgions: Formation_and Change

Ll. Know the meaning of the term "region."

L2. Know the characteristics of regions.

L3. Understand how the concept_ of regloerrrilght be used to identify the
unifying characteristics of a given are -a.

Ml. Know the location of one of the world' s regions in relationship to
other regions.

M2. Identify the cultural and/or phys cfl Omilarities and differences
between any of the world's regions.

M3 Understand the relationships of a speci- fic place within a region to
the total region.

Nl. Know the location of the United Stahs in relation to other nations
of the world.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 8

STATE GOAL_FOR LEARNING_4

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of world geography with emphasis on the United State

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 4

By the end of GRADE 8_ students should be able to:

Location: Position on the Earthl_s Surface

Al. Know the location of selected major physical and cultural features
of the world.

A2. Know the location of related political subdivisions on the ea th's
surface.

Bl. Know how to interpret symbols used on maps.

B2. Know how to interpret data about the same place using different
kinds of maps.

B3. Know how to interpret data presented on graphs and charts.

Cl. Understand how different groups of people adapt differently to

similar physical environments.

C2. Understand how the physical environment helps influence the culture
of groups.

C . Know the importance of climate, topography, soil, and mineral and

water resources in influencing the location of objects and places.

C4. Understand the factors that change land use over time.

Place: Physical and_Human Characteristics

Dl. Know some of the factors influencing the location of local

community sites.

D2. Understand conditions that are likely to contribute to the growth
or decline of a settlement.



El. Understand the term "habitat."

E2. Know how habi ats can be categorized according their modifica ions
by people.

E3 Understand why sim,lar habitats are used differently by people with
different cultures and traditions.

Re ationshi $ within Places: Humans and Environments

Gl. Compare traditional and modern societies.

G2. Understand the roles of natural resources and technology in

differentiating between traditional and modern societies.

G3. Understand how the elements of t-aditional and modern societies
often overlap.

G4. Identify some of the adjustments traditional and modern soc et -s
make to their physical environments.

Hl. Understand the relationships between resources and industry.

H2. Identify the location of major industrial and resource areas of
North America.

H3. Descr be ways in which the industrial growth in North America has
contributed to the region's quality of life.

Il. Understand how the human changes in natural settings are based upon
cultural appraisals.

12. Understand how occupance patterns sometimes disregard the physical
quality of the natural environment.

13. Understand why humans generally attempt to con: ol the quality and
use of the natural environment.

14. Understand how technology can affect the use of the na ural
environment.

MovementS Humans Interactipg on the Earth

Jl. Understand the role of trade in providing information about new
productS and ideas.

J2. Understand the role of technology in helping to define a culture's
quality and style of life.

Kl. Identify the characteristics of an effective transportation system,

K2. Explain how improved transportation systems create networks that
expedite the movement of people and the transfer of goods.
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K3. Unde stand how cities serve as major centers of trade.

K4. Know the relat onships between patterns of settlement and
communities of different sizes.

EgAlow Formation and Chan e

LI. Know some of the criteria used to determine regional boundaries.

L2. Understand how the boundaries and shapes of regions can be changed
by altering the cr teria.

L3. Know how regions are used to organize information about the world.

L4. Analyze the lImIts and restrictions of regionalization as a means
of arranging tunit areas on the earth's surface.

MI. Understand how regionalization makes the complex physical and
cultural arrangements on a map easier to describe.

Understand maps, graphs, charts, tables, and photographs portraying
complex arrangements within which regions have been identified.

Nl. Identify the unique physical and cultural characteristics of the
United States.

N2. Analyze why large-scale agriculture industry and service

activities can be carried out so broadly In the United States.

N3. Know the major subregions of the United States.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 10

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 4

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to demonstrate a

knowledge of world geography with emphasis on the United St tes,

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL

By the end of GRADE 10, students should be able to:

Location: _Position_ oriuthe Earth's Surface

Al. Understand that because of their location, many places on the

earth's surface share physical similarities.

A2. Evaluate the relationships between physical and cultural features
in the local community, the state, the nation and the world.

81. Evaluate map types as sources of information.

B2. Compare map data with data from other sources of mation used
in the social sciences.

info

Cl. Know the characteristics of a culture common to any of the earth's
regions.

C2. Know the relationships between the physical features of the earth
and the development of distinctive cultural traits.

C3. Know the relationships between the economic and social activities
of a place and its physical geography.

C4. Analyze the reasons for the environmental and cultural differences
between two places on the earth's surface at the same latitude.

Place: Physical and Human Characteristics

Dl. Analyze the influence of site features and locational factors on
land use.

02. Understand how the locational advantages and disadvantages of a

place are often influenced by the needs of the times.

03. Know the reasons for different kinds of land use.

04. Understand how such factors as human enterprise, circumstance and
luck can affect changes in the use of places.



El. Know the meaning of environmental perception.

E2. Identify examples of environmental perception to compare the
different attitudes that exist among people about the natural
environment.

E3. Understand how decisions affecting the use of the natural
environment can have both positive and negative results.

E4. Understand why two groups of people operating in the same physical
setting may perceive the elements of the environment differently.

E5. Analyze why natural environments tend to change over time.

Fl. Understand why natural hazards are harmful or dangerous to humans
and analyze why humans persist in us ng areas where natural hazards
are common.

F2. Know and evaluate the various adjustments people make in areas of
common natural hazards.

Relationskips within Places_;_ Humans and Environments

Gl. Analyze why some customs derive from the physical conditions of a
place and others result from the cultural preferences of a society.

G2. Analyze why the same natural resources or human-made objects can be
used differently in different cultures throughout the world.

G3. Understand the role of technology in changing physical and cultural
environments.

G4. Understand how the use of traditional and modern technology can
result in a conflict of cultures.

Hl. Understand how habitats have been modified by human activi y.

H2. Know the meaning of habitat unity.

H3. Analyze why similar habitats are used differently.

H4. Know the meaning of multiple resource use.

H5. Understand how multiple resource use can cause conflict between
culture groups and special-interest groups.

Il. Understand the kinds of decisions people must make to determine how
to use the natural environment.

12. Know the relative importance of political, economic and social
attitudes which influence the use of the natural environment.



Movemen Humans Interactin on the Earth

31. Understand the economic and social factors that contribute
conditions of interdependence between and among nations.

32, Analyze how the networks of transport and communication link places
together.

33. Understand the limits of self-sufficiency in a complex world.

Kl. Identify conditions that encourage or discourage migration, trade
and the spread of ideas.

K2. Analyze why centers, pathways and hinterlands develop.

K3. Analyze how changes in transportation/communication technology
influence the rates at which people, goods, and ideas move from
place to place.

K4. Analyze why improved transpor ation/communication networks
encourage cultural interaction.

ReWons: Formation_aqd_gtlamg

Li. Identify the major regions of the world.

L2. Interpret maps portraying complex ar_angements within which regions
have been identified.

L3. Understand why the major regtons of the earth are divided into
smaller units or subregions.

L4. Identify some of the environmental problems existing within the
regional structure of the world.

L5. Analyze how problems within regions can be addressed.

Ml. Understand why regions are basic units of geographic study.

M2. Understand region as a device that geographers use to help simplify
a complex reality on the earth's surface.

M3. Know how regions can be defined by their physical and cultural
characteristics.

Nl. Know the location of the United States in relation to its reg on
and to the rest of the world.

N2. Recognize that the United States is a modern industrial nation with
a relatively high standard of living.



N3. Analyze major : ends in population growth and distr bution in the

United States.

N4. Understand data about the physical and cultural features of the
United States in order to develop hypotheses about the country's
diversity.

NS. Know the criteria for determin ng the eight subregions within the
United States.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 12

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 4

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to clemonstrate a

knowledge of world geography with emphasis on the United States.

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 4

By the end of GRADE 12 students should be able to:

Location: Position on the Earth's Surface

Cl. Analyze ways in which physical and cu tural features influence the
location of objects and places.

Place: Phys_lcal and Human Characterlstics

El. Understand how various groups within socie y may view places
differently.

RelatIonshijos within_Places: rHuman_and Environments

Gl. Understand ways by which people inhabit, modify and adapt
culturally to different physical envi onments.

Movement Human Interactivity on the 4rth

J1. Analyze ways people depend on products, information, and ideas that
come from beyond their immediate environment.

Kl. Understand ways in which people move themselves, their products,
and their ideas across the earth's surface.

Re ons: How filet Form and Change

Ll. Understand the concept of region in physical and cultural terms.

Ml. Understand the cultural and physical geography of each of the
world's regions.



SoCI Al SCIENCES

ONE 3

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 5

result of their sc hoolthg, stuks will be able to oily the skills

A knowledge gained I n the soda sciences to clecision Wog in life

sIttios

At4F=LE LEARN NG OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 5

By the end of GRADE 3, students should be able to:

Al . Identify a prob-1 em that needs to be solved.

A2. Recognize that 1ndividuals mke deci sions.

A3. Identify a dec sion-making plan that is likely tcp help solve a
problem within group.

A4. Analyze a plan offered as a solution to a specific problem withIn a
group.

Cl . Understand that every course of action has consequen=es.

C2. Recognize that he outcomes of decision making can bg. both positive
and negative.

C3. Understand ways to change a course of action in orwrider to increase
benefits and reciduce consequences.

D1 Recognize that very person plays many roles in socie-ty.

El. Understand the factors inf wencing a person' s re lmtionships with
others.

E2. Understand that some relationships are more important than others.

E3. Know the di ffL--rences between posi tive and negatii ve aspects of
relationships.

11. Understand the i mportance of work.

12. Know that worker s provide goods and services.

13. Know that work i s necessary to provide for basi c need s.

14. Recognize that rremost forms of work require training.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 6

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 5

As a result of their schooling students will be able to apply the 011s

and knowledge gained in the sdal sciences to decision making in life

situations

SAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 5

By the end of GRADE _6, studen s should be able to:

Al. Know how to choose between plans of action based on a goal held by
a group.

A2. Understand how decisions made by individuals reveal their values.

A3. Compare the influences of values , goal s and needs on deci si ons .

Bl. Understand how various sources of information can be useful for
defining, describing, classifying, and comparing data.

B2. Understand how a description of a person, place, or thing can
influence a point of view.

CI. Compare the consequences likely to result from a par icular coers

of action.

C2. Recognize that the actions of an individual or group may resul
both positive and negative consequences.

DI. Recognize that all persons must commit sIgnificant time and
to consuming and producing goods and services.

D2. Know the relationships between a producer and a consumer.

El. Recognize that most student relationships are primary relationships.

E2. Understand that relationships are bound by rules.

E3. Compare positive and negative relationships.

Fl. Recognize that most candidates for local, state, and national
offices are selected by political parties.

F2. Understand the differences among local, state, and national
elections.



F3. Know cLi rrent major candidates by party and cziffice sought.

GI . Know ti at most local , state, and national gczovernments in the Uni ted
States are organized with executive, lecligislative, and judicial
branche s .

G2. Identify the local and state government cc=nsul ting and regulatory
agencie s available in the communi ty to helpo specific groups in need
of assi s tance.

G3. Know t hat the state and federal govrnrnents publ i sh free,
inexpen s ve and generally unbiased resource material s.

FL Understand how key figures in history [Ivo-ye been responsible for
effecti rig change.

H2 Understand that change can result from a var -iety of causes.

H3. Recogn1e that most i ndi vi dual s credi ted wi th change are supported
by a greciup.

H4. Underst.nd the roles that groups play 12-to bring about soci al ,

pol i tica.1 , or cultural change.

Understa.nd that training varies wi th the typs e of job.

IL Understand the role of teamwork in the workp lace.

33. Identify the role of management i n the workp lace.

14. Compare how personal abi 1 i ty, interest and aptitude in luence job
choice.

Jl. Understand that jobs vary according to th..1 r social desirability,
income production, and personal preference.

LI. Recognine that controversies, confl i ets ; , and problems are
characteri stic of pluralistic societies.

Li. Understand that confl icts can be resolved in a number of ways.



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 8

STATE COAL FOR LEARNING 5

As a result of thei r school i ng, students wi 1 be able to apply the ski 1 1 s

and knowledge pied 1 n the social scienc;:, to deci sion maki ng th life
si titans.

SA4PLEL EARN NG OBJECTIVES FOR GOAL 5

By the end of GRADE 8, students should be able to:

Al. Understand the steps involved in the decision-making process.

A2. Understand tha-t the decision-making process used by indi viduals or
groups reflects thei r value systems.

Bl. Understand that sou rces of information can be evaluated using a
vari ety of criteria.

B2. Understand ttia t in-formation can be used to serve a variety of
purposes.

B3. Analyze the inlpipacts of advertising as a source of information.

CI. Compare anticipated and unanticipated outcomes which result from a
plan of action.

C2. Understand why gover nment agencies develop sod:, nolici es

C3. Understand that soci al policies can be evaluated using a variety o
criteria.

D1 . Recognize that each person's ability to be a producer,, consumer,
and citizen depends on a number of economic, political, and social
deci s lOflS.

D2. Recognize that each individual in a society plays different roles
in the productinon and consumption of goods and services.

El. Recognize that relationships between individuals are supported by a
variety of form s of communi cation.

E2. Recognize that rela tionships between individuals and
maintained throsigh a variety of support systems.

E3. Understand that sone relationships are legislated by
bodies to mainta n health, safety, order, and identity.

groups are

government



E4. Analyze Ule -omplex relationships existing among indiv dual
consumefOusiness, industry, and governmental entities.

Fl Understed that candidates for some local elections do not run on
party tldots.

F2 . Unders ted the role of pol itical campaigns in the electoral process.

F21. Identify major issue (s) separating opposing candidates in the
nationdl gmeral election.

Gi . Know thie general roles of local , state and federal government
consurtfcland regulatory agencies.

G2 Recognin the value and availabil ty of in ormation provided by
goverme publ i cations .

Hi . Understwkhe varieties of change operat ing within socie y.

H2 UnderstmOthe complex i ty of making a major social change .

11 . Understud the education and train ng required to prepare youth a
adults ntwork.

12. Identif' the attitudinal skills which affect worker performance.

13 . Understk d how business, industry, and organized labor influence
the natil rgof work.

31 . Analy2e N relationships between skill development and employment
opportt.In Wes.

. Identify mmon ski l 1 s and abi i ties th t contribute to success
across 1114 careers and jobs.

Kl Understbid that a society's values tend to grow out of its
traditiems,

K2 . Recogni Zeklmt the value syste in pl ura istic societies emerge
from a Vedgy of traditions.

K3 . Underst4rd that social change within a society may conflict with
i ts traltmal value system.

Ll Understdrithe complexity of conflict resolution.

L2 . UnderstArdthe techniques used to promote confl ict resolution.

L3. Evaluate h usefulness of various approaches for achi ving
conflict ulution.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

GRADE 10

STATE GOAL F R LEMIN5

As result of their schooling, students ill be able to apply th

and knowledge gai ned! in the social sciem to decisEsion oking 114

sitBtions.

By

IAMPLE LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR G A

the end of GRADE 1 0 students should i)e hie to:
a

Al. Analyze vari OUS models of decisionmaking.

A2. Evaluate the effectiveness of decision-making mc=dels.

A3. Recognize thre relationships betwena decision---making modeland the
values of th ose who designed it.

51. Analyze appr opriate criteria for evaluating soumerces of infclmation.

52. Know how to use criteria to evaluatesources of information.

Cl. Understand that organizations develop pol icies desipd ta:k

implement th eir goals and values.

C2. Understand that organizational policies ha.../e effects reaching,

beyond the worganization itself hto other argweas of activity anA

influence.

C3. Know how tcx, evaluate a policy =ding to set of a pro-

criteria.

Dl. Understand -What human activiti 5 an be c1as.zs1fied by nos

identifying the production and conmotion of qc=oods and services.

D2. Analyze an individual's daily activities to denetermine his* role

as producer, consumer, and citizen,

D3. Evaluate th e production and cateption pragactices of selectemi

social group s.

El. Understand the varieties of relationshipips existiqg arnon

individuals and between individOeisod grouPs.

E2. Recognize thzat various types of ralationships are charactedud

distinctive communicat on techniqm

60
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E3. Understand that all relationships entail rule-u ded duties,
responsibilities, and obligations.

E4. Understand the positive and negative effects that differences in

cultural, social and economic background have on relationships.

El. Understand the importance of voting.

Gl. Understand the governmental levels at which issues can most
appropriately be addressed.

G2. Recognize that satisfactory political action results from knowing
the purposes and structures of government agencies.

HI. Recognize that significant technological changes often relate to
significant social changes.

H2. Understand that planned changes involve different ef orts for
implementation than unplanned changes.

H3. Recognize the differences in purpose between groups organized to
seek popular changes and those organized to promte unpopular
changes.

H4. Recognize the purposes of special interest groups.

Il. Understand the relationships between educational a-ttainment and
entry into varied occupational fields.

12. Understand the knowledge and skills required for success in

selected fields of work.

13. Understand how employers, labor unions, managers, and workers
interact with one another to achieve a common goal.

31. Understand that education is a continuing process Oh applications
to life enrichment and job enhancement.

32. Distinguish between technical skills, and emploYability skills and
abilities that increase the likelihood of success leafield.

Recognize that competence in a field of work entails the
development of a wide range of skills.

Kl. Recognize that personal values tend to reflect both harmon -us and
conflicting values of one's society.

K2. Analyze the criteria used by individuals to make a value judgments.

LI. Understand the differences between social conflWs and personal
conflicts.



L2. Ap Dly the pr nc pl es of conflict resol ut i on to speci i c probl em

si tuetions .

Ml Understand the economi c rol es of the i ndi v i dual in society.

M2. Understand the factors that moti vate and restrai n consumer
dec isions .

M3. Recognize that the fi nanci al plans of consumers change as the i r

val Lies, goal s , needs , resources and pos tion i n the life cycle

change,

M4. Understand the basi c characteristics of a mi xed free en erpri se

sys tei



SOCIAL SCIENCES
GRADE 12

STATE GOAL FOR LEARNING 5

As a result of their schcothic students wi 1 I be able to apply the ski Is

and knowledge gained in the scial sciences to deci sion making in life
situations.

SAMPLE L A NING OBJECT VES FOR GOAL 5

By the end of GRADE 12, stidentsshou1d be able to:

Al . Apply the princip I es of comparative pricing to real-life situations.

A2. Apply a rational decision-maki ng process based on goal s, values,
and needs to sele ted consumer and social problems.

Bl . Analyze the types of information sources needed to make effective
consumer deci sion .

CI . Evaluate the cost and kefi ts of a particular course of action.

Di . Compare the econc=orii c interdependence among agriculture, business,
government, labor and the consumer.

02. Analyze the right and respons bi 1 i ti es of consumers i n the society
and the economy.

D3. Analyze the inter*ziepenCent rol es of an i ndi vi dual as a consumer, a
producer and a citi zen in the Uni ted States
economi c/pol ti cal Jsoci al system.

El Recognize the ece=momic interdependence between the Uni ted States
economy and the walr 1 d economy .

E2. Understand varIous re lationsh ps between the individual and others
in the local coma ni ty, state , nation and world.

Fl Understand the ci 's rol e i n the election p ocess at the local ,

state and national 1 evels.

Gi . Know how to use tip e various 1 evel s of government.

Hi . Understand how incli 1 viduals and/or groups effect change.



Il. Distinguish between righ s and responsibilities of employers and
workers in the work place.

12. Analyze the rol es of the individual in the world of work.

31. Understand the relationships between competence and potential.

Ki Analyze the relationships between individual and societal value

systems.

LI. Evaluate strategies for conflic_ resolution in terms of selected
criteria,

MI. Understand the pr nciples of money management including budgeting.

M2. Analyze the types and sources of consumer credit.

M3. Evaluateterms of credit agreements.

M4. Apply the principles of money management to financ al planning

s i tuati CDS.

M5. Analyze the management of human and material resources.



APPENDIX A

STATE GOALS FOR LEARNING--SIX AREAS OF LEARNING

LANGUAGE ARTS

The skills and knowledge of the language arts are essential for student

success in virtually all areas of the curriculum. They are also central
requirements for the development of clear expression and critical thinking.

The language arts include the study of literature and the development of
skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to:

read, comprehend, interpret, evaluate and use written material;

listen critically and analytically;

write standard English in a gramma cal, well-organized and coherent

manner for a variety of purposes;

use spoken language effectively in formal and informal situations to
communicate ideas and information and to ask and answer questions;

understand the varIous forms of significant literature representative
different cultures, eras, and ideas;

understand how and why language functions and evolves.

of

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics provides essential problem-solving tools applicable to a range
of scientific disciplines, business and everyday situations. Mathematics is

the language of quantification and logic; its elements are symbols, struc-
tures and shapes. It enables people to understand and use facts, defini-
tions, and symbols in a coherent and systematic way in order to reason

deductively and to solve problems.

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to:

- perform the computations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division using whole numbers, integers, fractions and decimals;

- understand and use ratios and percentages;

- make and use measurements, including those of area and volume;

identify, analyze and solve problems using algebra

equalities, functions and their graphs;
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- understand and apply geometric concepts and relatlns in a variety of
forms;

- understand and use methods of data collection and dalysi s, including
tables, charts and comparisons;

- use mathematical skills to estimate, approximate ad predict outcomes
and to judge reasonableness of results.

BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Science is the quest for objective truth. It proOdes a conceptual
framework for the understanding of natural phenomena 4id their causes and
effects. The purposes of the study of science are to develop students who
are scientifically literate, recognize that science is not value-free, are
capable of making ethical judgments regarding science andsoci al issues, and
understand that technological growth is an outcome of tilsci entific enter-
prise.

As a result of their schooling, students will have a w rkiq knowledge of:

the concepts and basic vocabulary of biological, Physical and environ-
mental sciences and their application to life and work In contemporary
technological society;

the social and environmental implications and limItati ans of tech-
nological development;

the principles of scientific research and their aPplicat ion
research projects;

in simple

the processes, techn ques, methods, equipment and available technology
of science.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Social sciences provide students with an understanding ofternselves and of
society, prepare them for citizenship in a democracy, ad give them the

basics for understanding the complexities of the world communi ty. Study of
the humanities, of which social sciences are a part, is ones sary in order
to preserve the values of human dignity, justice ad T-epresentative
processes. Social sciences include anthropology, ecomics, geography,
government, history, philosophy, political science, psychology and sociology.

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to:

- understand and analyze comparative political and economic systems, with
an emphasi s on the pol ti cal and economi c systems of theUni ted States ;



understand and analyze events, trends, personalities, and movements
shaping the history of the world, the United States and Illinois;

demonstrate a knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences and
how these help to interpret human behavior;

demonstrate a knowledge of world geography with emphasis on that of the
United States;

apply the skills and knowledge gained in the socia
making in life situat ons.

sciences to decision

FINE ARTS

The fine arts give students the means to express themselves creatively and
to respond to the artistic expression of others. As a record of human
experience, the fine arts provide distinctive ways of understanding society,
history and nature. The study of fine arts includes visual art, music,
drama and dance.

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to:

understand the principal sensory, formal, technical and expressive
qualities of each of the arts;

identify processes and tools required to produce visual art, music,
drama and dance;

- demonstrate the basic skills necessary to participate In the creation
and/or performance of one of the arts;

identify significant works in the arts from major historical periods and
how they reflect societies, cultures and civilizations, past and present;

- describe the unique characteristics of each of the arts.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT AND HEALTH

Effective human functioning depends upon optimum physical development and
health. Education for physical development and health provides students
with the knowledge and attitudes to achieve healthful living throughout
their lives and to acquire physical fitness, coordination and leisure skills.

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to:

- understand the physical development, structure and funct ons of the
human body;

understand principles of nutrition, exercise, efficient management of
emotional stress, positi,/e self-concept development, drug use and abuse,
and the prevention and treatment of illness;
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understand consumumer health and safety, including environmental health;

demonstrate bas ic skills and physical fitness necesmry to participate
th a variety c=pf conditioning exercises or leisure activities such as
sports and danceme,

plan a personal physical fitness and health program;

puform a varielfty of complex motor activities;

demonstrate a vc:)riety of basic lifesaving activities,



APPENDIX B

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT--QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question: When will the first plan be due?

Answer: The first plan must be submitted by August 31, 1987.

Question: Can a district submit its plan earlier so that the objectives,
assessment systems, and reporting procedures are approved
prior to the beginning of the 1987-88 school year?

Answer: Yes. The State Board will be prepared to receive plans in the
Spring of 1987. Districts are encouraged to submit their
plans as early as possible.

Question: What are the criteria for the approval of plans?

Answer: SPecific criteria will be listed in rules currently being
developed for this program. The criteria will be based on the
legislative requirement that the local objectives meet or
exceed the State Learning Goals, that the assessment
procedures are adequate to determine the degree to which
students are meeting these objectives, and that reporting
procedures are sufficient to inform the public about the
objectives, the assessment results, and the plans for
improvement.

Question: What assistance is available to school districts.

Answer: Many forms of assistance are presently available and othe s

are being developed:

1. The Illinois General Assembly appropriated $2.7 million
in FY 86 and $2.55 million in FY 87 to dssist local
school districts in implementing this program. Each
district may receive $1.31 per enrolled student this year
by submitting an application for funds by October 15,
1986.

2, A final set of Sample Learning Objectives in each of the
six fundamental areas of learning will be distributed in
late September 1986; these will be based on revision of
the Draft Model Learning Objectives in the six
fundamental areas that were released in the spring of
1986.

An assessment item bank is being developed and test Items
from that bank will be available to districts in the fall
of 1987.



4. Ten local school dist icts were funded in FY 86 as

demonstration sites for development of model
outcome/assessment systems and materials. Plans to
continue and to expand this effort in FY 87 are under
development.

Consultants to assist local school districts in the area
of reading are available through the Educational Service
Centers. Consultants in other areas will soon be

available.

6 Workshops will be conducted and ma erials and
publications will be distributed beginning th s winter.

Question: How can a district receive assistance?

Answer: Districts should contact the Educational Service Center in

their area. In addition, information and assistance regarding
the development of objectives can be received from the Program
Planning and Development Section or the Program Evaluation and
Assessment Section, State Board of Education.

Ques on: Does a school district have to adopt the Sample Learn ng
Objectives?

Answe . No. They are samples provided only to ass st d stricts in the
development of their local objectives.

Quest on: Why are there state test items?

Answer: In order to measure student learning against the state goals,
the legislation requires that state test items be included in
the local assessment system.

The General Assembly has indicated that it expects to receive
information to help answer at least the following questions:

How does student performance in Illinois schools compare
with statewide student performance?

To what extent are trends in achievement in each Learning
Outcome area indicating decline, stability, or growth in
performance over time?

Each of these questions will be studied by using the r sults
of the state items for each grade and curricular area tested.



Question: How will the state test ng items be developed?

Answer: Illinois teachers and other education professionals selected
statewide will form committees that will help match test items
to the state goals and construct the pilot tests. The items
will be field-tested, statistically analyzed, and reviewed
again by the committees.

Ques on: What will the relationship between state assessment items and
the Sample Learning Objectives be?

Answe There will be no direct relationship between the two. State
assessment items will be based on the State Goals for Learning.

Question: Are Sample Learning Objectives the same as instructional
objectives?

Answer: No. The Sample Learn ng Objectives define knowledge or skills
at a school district, rather than a classroom, level. In that
sense, they are more like school district learning goals than
typical instructional objectives. In fact, they are called
"objectives" in strict compliance with the language of the
law. For all practical purposes they can be viewed as school
district learning goals.

Question: Will the state testing Items be available to the schools in

advance?

Answer. The state testing items to be administered in any given year
will not be available to schools for preview. However, sample
items will be published for all student learning outcomes
These will be sent to all school districts prior to
administration of state testing items in a curricular area.
For example, a booklet of sample mathematics test items will
be sent to districts prior to the administration of state
mathematics testing items in spring of 1989. The booklet will
contain sample items for all mathematics learning outcomes,
keyed to the four grade levels to be tested (i.e., 3, 6, 8,

and 10).

Question: To whom and how will state testing data be reported?

Answer: Each school will receive its students' mean scores in raw
score units as well as the school's percentile rank in

Illinois for each Learning Outcome area tested as well as

comparisons by Learning Outcome area statewide.

Each school district will receive the above results for each
of its schools as well as similar mean scores for the district
as a whole.



The General Assembly and the Governor will receive a report
from the State Board including:

o the state's average performance and range of achievement
for each learning area tested in raw score units and
percentiles;

o results of additional statistical analyses and
interpretations, especially curricular strengths and
weaknesses, trends and evidence of signif cant
correlations; and

o national comparisons.
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